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TT No.60: Keith Aslan – Saturday 22nd April 2017; DENABY UNITED v Swinton 

Athletic; Pete's Patisserie Sheffield County Senior League Premier Division; Kick-

Off: 14.04; Result: 1-4; Admission: Free; Programme: £1; Attendance: 46 (31 

home, 14 away & 1 neutral). 

Visiting Denaby United has been a lifetime’s ambition for the past eight weeks, 
with two previous attempts stymied first by the weather and then Doncaster 
Council not marking the pitch. I can't praise the club enough for putting the 
postponements up on their website the previous Fridays saving wasted 
journeys. Third time lucky today, with the council marking half the pitch on Friday 
and the other half Saturday morning, obviously too big a job to do all at once. I 
think Denaby were pushing it to ask them to cut the grass as well. They didn't, and 
it was far too long for effective football with the pitch resembling a dandelion 
sanctuary. 

The club play in the pleasant mining town (at least it was when it had one) of 
Conisborough. A half-hour’s walk from the station all uphill, but on the plus side, 
and this won't come as a big surprise, downhill on the way back. As an alternative, 
buses run every 15 minutes on a circuitous run back to Doncaster from outside the 
ground and you get a perfectly good view of the match from the bus stop. I can 
recommend the 'Meet and Eat' café in the centre of town for nourishment, large 
portions and good cheap grub. The walls are covered with 100 -year-old 
photographs of Conisborough, many of them depicting the squalor and poverty the 
miners lived in back then, so something to gladden the hearts of Tory voters. My 
previous visit to the town was a bank holiday for a sumptuous double of two of 
non-league footballs most iconic stadia, Denaby United’s previous abode and 
Mexborough Town. Both still in use, United’s old ground a shadow of its former self 
but still has the old terracing, is used by Denaby Main while as far as I know 
Mexborough’s ground remains unchanged with today’s visitors, Swinton, the 
occupiers. 

Nothing iconic about the present location just a pitch, changing rooms and most 
importantly, a tea bar. Denaby have been playing most of the season in Doncaster 
due to ground grading nonsense (now sorted). The ex. North East Counties club 
folded in 2002 when they were thrown off their ground, but ten years later a group 
of enthusiasts reformed the club and the name Denaby United lives on. Already 
relegated this season they are confident of bouncing back and I wish them well. 

The reason why Denaby United has become a mecca for groundhoppers is the 
programme, one of the best I've seen, 30 pages containing enough reading to last 
most of the journey home. Statistics, jokes, league news, colour photographs, 
articles, reports, results, tables, this had the lot, all for a quid. Take a bow Jimmy 
Benfold, the editor. Among the contents were two pages on defunct North East 
Counties league clubs (I must admit Wooley Miners Welfare passed me by) and 
another fascinating article on British football tragedies from which I learnt that the 
plaque commemorating the Burnden Park disaster in 1946 is situated in Asda, 



which was built on the site of the ground. This programme will take pride of place 
in my collection and will be wonderful to look back on in my dotage - next year. 
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